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Abstract:
Additive manufacturing (AM) has revolutionized the manufacturing world in the past decade and became an important driver for next generation engineering design and innovation. The development of metal AM has made great progress, but it still faces unique processing and materials development challenges. Out of seven major metal AM technologies Directed Energy Deposition (DED) offers unique advantages such as development of functionally graded components which can have enhanced surface and core material properties that is not possible to achieve via traditional casting or wrought routes. DED is popular due to its metal component repair technology and ability to fabricate large-scale components, such as automotive metal stamping, tools, dies, and face sheets for aerospace tooling. On the other hand, tribology, a complex and highly interdisciplinary field, is the science of friction, wear, and lubrication. Surface engineering is connected to materials science as it pertains to the surface of solid matter. Additive manufacturing, materials processing, surface engineering, and tribology have an interdependent relationship. This talk will address ways to leverage this perspective to develop next-generation functional components with enhanced reliability when encountering variety of operating environments in a range of application sectors, challenges on generating reliable mechanical behaviors of large-scale metal AM parts using state of the art metal Big Area Additive Manufacturing (mBAAM) technique at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the advanced materials processing routes to overcome those challenges, and the capability of laser powder DED-based cladding on reducing frictional behavior of engine components.
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